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Jung's landmark seminar sessions on dream interpretation and its historyFrom 1936 to 1941, C.
G. Jung gave a four-part seminar series in Zurich on children's dreams and the historical
literature on dream interpretation. This book completes the two-part publication of this landmark
seminar, presenting the sessions devoted to dream interpretation and its history. Here we
witness Jung as both clinician and teacher: impatient and sometimes authoritarian but also witty,
wise, and intellectually daring, a man who, though brilliant, could be vulnerable, uncertain, and
humbled by life's mysteries. These sessions open a window on Jungian dream interpretation in
practice, as Jung examines a long dream series from the Renaissance physician Girolamo
Cardano. They also provide the best example of group supervision by Jung the educator.
Presented here in an inspired English translation commissioned by the Philemon Foundation,
these sessions reveal Jung as an impassioned teacher in dialogue with his students as he
developed and refined the discipline of analytical psychology.An invaluable document of
perhaps the most important psychologist of the twentieth century at work, this splendid book is
the fullest representation of Jung’s interpretations of dream literatures, filling a critical gap in his
collected works.

"Full of symbols, analogies, and speculation, this entertaining, scholarly book will be accessible
to general readers interested in psychology, anthropology, and the occult." ― Library
Journal"Dream Interpretation Ancient and Modern can be very useful for readers who have little
or no understanding that dreams were interesting to well-educated scholars for thousands of
years before Freud and Jung began their investigations. . . . [T]he book is worth examination by
anyone interested in the ideas of Jung or dream interpretation. Jung's comments in this work, as
usual, are interesting, erudite, and extremely helpful."---Ronald Teague, PsycCRITIQUES"[An]
intriguing volume. . . . [T]his book is well researched and will be a welcome addition to Jung
collections." ― Choice --This text refers to the paperback edition.Review"This beautifully
translated volume foregrounds the mature Jung and demonstrates how dreams, over time, will
always illuminate the intentions of our souls and expose the attitudes that limit us. As John Peck
notes, Jung's standpoint draws upon dramatic as well as medical perspectives to bring out the
individuating purposiveness at the heart of dreaming."―John Beebe, author of Integrity in
Depth"This important seminar affords us the rare privilege of experiencing Jung as a palpably
salty master teacher. Already highly regarded for his collaboration on translating Jung's Red
Book, John Peck supplies a tour de force introduction that shows how Jung's reading of the
unfolding action in dreams underwrites our senses of emergence, destiny, fate, and freedom.
This book is a must for anyone interested in dream work and the legacy of Jungian
psychology."―Stanton Marlan, president of the Pittsburgh Society of Jungian Analysts"This is a



very important book that adds a critical dimension to the Jungian literature. It provides a look into
how Jung formulated his thinking in a group setting, and how he tried to put forward his
conceptualizations. Readers will encounter Jung's darker side, but they will also become
acquainted with his creative genius for interpreting dreams, his wide scholarship, and his
penetrating intuition."―Brian Feldman, Jungian psychoanalyst"This book is a major contribution
to understanding Jung's method of dream interpretation. It elucidates more deeply than other
edited and translated texts the inner dynamics of Jung's epistemology with regard to his
understanding of the human psyche. The book represents an exceptionally high level of
scholarship."―Eugene Taylor, author of William James on Consciousness beyond the Margin --
This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Inside Flap"This beautifully translated volume
foregrounds the mature Jung and demonstrates how dreams, over time, will always illuminate
the intentions of our souls and expose the attitudes that limit us. As John Peck notes, Jung's
standpoint draws upon dramatic as well as medical perspectives to bring out the individuating
purposiveness at the heart of dreaming."--John Beebe, author ofIntegrity in Depth"This
important seminar affords us the rare privilege of experiencing Jung as a palpably salty master
teacher. Already highly regarded for his collaboration on translating Jung'sRed Book, John Peck
supplies a tour de force introduction that shows how Jung's reading of the unfolding action in
dreams underwrites our senses of emergence, destiny, fate, and freedom. This book is a must
for anyone interested in dream work and the legacy of Jungian psychology."--Stanton Marlan,
president of the Pittsburgh Society of Jungian Analysts"This is a very important book that adds a
critical dimension to the Jungian literature. It provides a look into how Jung formulated his
thinking in a group setting, and how he tried to put forward his conceptualizations. Readers will
encounter Jung's darker side, but they will also become acquainted with his creative genius for
interpreting dreams, his wide scholarship, and his penetrating intuition."--Brian Feldman,
Jungian psychoanalyst"This book is a major contribution to understanding Jung's method of
dream interpretation. It elucidates more deeply than other edited and translated texts the inner
dynamics of Jung's epistemology with regard to his understanding of the human psyche. The
book represents an exceptionally high level of scholarship."--Eugene Taylor, author ofWilliam
James on Consciousness beyond the Margin--This text refers to the hardcover edition.From the
Back Cover"This beautifully translated volume foregrounds the mature Jung and demonstrates
how dreams, over time, will always illuminate the intentions of our souls and expose the attitudes
that limit us. As John Peck notes, Jung's standpoint draws upon dramatic as well as medical
perspectives to bring out the individuating purposiveness at the heart of dreaming."--John
Beebe, author of Integrity in Depth"This important seminar affords us the rare privilege of
experiencing Jung as a palpably salty master teacher. Already highly regarded for his
collaboration on translating Jung's Red Book, John Peck supplies a tour de force introduction
that shows how Jung's reading of the unfolding action in dreams underwrites our senses of
emergence, destiny, fate, and freedom. This book is a must for anyone interested in dream work
and the legacy of Jungian psychology."--Stanton Marlan, president of the Pittsburgh Society of



Jungian Analysts"This is a very important book that adds a critical dimension to the Jungian
literature. It provides a look into how Jung formulated his thinking in a group setting, and how he
tried to put forward his conceptualizations. Readers will encounter Jung's darker side, but they
will also become acquainted with his creative genius for interpreting dreams, his wide
scholarship, and his penetrating intuition."--Brian Feldman, Jungian psychoanalyst"This book is
a major contribution to understanding Jung's method of dream interpretation. It elucidates more
deeply than other edited and translated texts the inner dynamics of Jung's epistemology with
regard to his understanding of the human psyche. The book represents an exceptionally high
level of scholarship."--Eugene Taylor, author of William James on Consciousness beyond the
Margin--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorJohn Peck is a Jungian
analyst in private practice. He is a cotranslator of Jung's Red Book and the author of ten books
of poetry, including Contradance. Lorenz Jung, now deceased, was a grandson of C. G. Jung
and a Jungian analyst in private practice. Maria Meyer-Grass is a Jungian analyst in private
practice. Ernst Falzeder is lecturer at the University of Innsbruck and senior editor at the
Philemon Foundation. He is the editor of The Complete Correspondence of Sigmund Freud and
Karl Abraham, 1907–1925. --This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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Dream Interpretation Ancient & ModernA list of Jung’s works appears at the back of the
volume.C. G. JUNGDream Interpretation Ancient & ModernNotes from the Seminar Given in
1936–1941Reports by Seminar Members with Discussions of Dream SeriesEdited by John
Peck, Lorenz Jung, and Maria Meyer-Grass Translated by Ernst Falzeder with the collaboration
of Tony WoolfsonPublished with the support of the Philemon FoundationThis book is part of the
Philemon Series of the Philemon FoundationPRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESSPRINCETON
AND OXFORDCopyright © 2014 by Princeton University PressPublished by Princeton
University Press, 41 William Street, Princeton, New Jersey 08540In the United Kingdom:
Princeton University Press, 6 Oxford Street, Woodstock, Oxfordshire OX20 1TWJacket art:
Engraving by Paulus van der Doort, Oratorium et laboratorium, in Heinrich Khunrath’s
Amphitheatrum sapientia aeternae solius verae. (1595)Jacket design by Kathleen Lynch / Black
Kat Design.All Rights ReservedLibrary of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication DataJung, C. G.
(Carl Gustav), 1875–1961.[Kinderträume. English]Dream interpretation ancient and modern :
notes from the seminar given in 1936–1941 : reports by seminar members with discussions of
dream series / C. G. Jung ; edited by John Peck, Lorenz Jung, and Maria Meyer-Grass ;
translated by Ernst Falzeder with the collaboration of Tony Woolfson.pages cm. — (Philemon
Foundation series)“Published with the support of the Philemon Foundation.”Includes
bibliographical references and index.BF1099.C55J8613 2014154.6′3083—
dc232013043632British Library Cataloging-in-Publication Data is availableThis book is
published with the support of the Philemon Foundation and is part of the Philemon Series of the
Philemon Foundation. .This book has been composed in Goudy Oldstyle Std and Neutra
Display.Printed on acid-free paper. ∞Printed in the United States of America1 3 5 7 9 10 8 6 4 2
Contents Note to the English Edition viiAcknowledgments ixPreface and Introduction by the
Original Editors, Lorenz Jung and Maria Meyer-Grass xiCalendar Contents for the Full Seminar,
Winter Term, 1936/37–Winter Term, 1940/41 (coordinated with Children’s Dreams Seminar)
xviiIntroduction by the editor, John Peck xxiA. OLDER LITERATURE ON DREAM
INTERPRETATION (COMMENCING WINTER TERM 1936/37)CHAPTER 1. Macrobius:
Commentarius ex Cicerone in Somnium ScipionisPaper by W. Bächtold 3CHAPTER 2.
Artemidorus: Five Books on the Art of Dream InterpretationPaper by Grete Adler 14CHAPTER 3.
Synesius of Cyrene: Treatise on Dream VisionsPaper by Rivkah Schärf 22CHAPTER 4. Caspar
Peucer, De SomniisPaper by Marie-Louise von Franz 32B. THE ENLIGHTENMENT AND
ROMANTICISMCHAPTER 5. M. l’Abbé Richard, Théorie des songesPaper by Dr. Alice
Leuzinger 45CHAPTER 6. Franz Splittgerber, Schlaf und TodPaper by Kristin Oppenheim 49C.
THE MODERN PERIODCHAPTER 7. Yves Delage, Le RêvePaper by Hans Baumann
57CHAPTER 8. Discussion of Paul W. Radestock, Schlaf und TraumPaper by Dr. Alice Kitzinger
69CHAPTER 9. Discussion of Philipp Lersch, Der Traum in der deutschen RomantikPaper by Dr.
Charlotte Spitz 74CHAPTER 10. Discussion of Jackson Steward Lincoln, The Dream in Primitive
CulturesPaper by Dr. Kenower Bash 82CHAPTER 11. Discussion of Eugène Marais, The Soul of
the White AntPaper by Carol Baumann 94D. VISIONS AND DREAMSCHAPTER 12. Discussion



of the Visions of St. PerpetuaPaper by Marie-Louise von Franz 107CHAPTER 13. Discussion of
the Dreams of the Renaissance Scholar Girolamo CardanoPaper by Dr. E. Levy 122CHAPTER
14. Discussion of Three Dreams of Dr. John Hubbard, alias Peter Blobbs(The Censer, the
Swinging Ax, and the Man at the End of the Corridor)Paper by Carol Baumann 216Bibliography
241Index 249 Note to the English Edition Between 1936 and 1940, C. G. Jung presented a
seminar on children’s dreams and old works on dream interpretation at the Eidgenössische
Technische Hochschule (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology) in Zurich. In 1987, these were
published in German by Walter Verlag, edited by Lorenz Jung and Maria Meyer-Grass in a 680-
page volume. For the English edition, it was decided to publish the work in two volumes, placing
the seminars on children’s dreams in one volume and the seminars on old works on dream
interpretation in a second volume, to preserve thematic continuity. Footnotes made by the
original participants, and by the editors of the German edition, are followed either by the
contributor’s initials or by (G). All other notes, including several original notes silently
augmented, are by the translator and current editor. The translation and additional editorial work
have been funded by the Philemon Foundation, a nonprofit organization dedicated to raising
funds for the publication of C. G. Jung’s unpublished works (). The Board of the Philemon
Foundation would like to thank its donors for their generous support, which has made this
volume possible.Those readers who have occasion to compare the two volumes of this seminar
in the Princeton editions with the German text that serves as their basis will notice that the
original single volume from Walter-Verlag / Patmos Verlag (Düsseldorf / Zurich, 2001) does not
supply the same contents list for the dreams in the Cardano section found here (in both the
Calendar Contents for both seminar volumes below—see xix—and in the section contents on p.
122 of this volume). In fact, the number and sequence of dreams is identical in both the German
and English texts, but the contents list for that section in the German text omits five dreams:
these correspond to the dreams numbered 4, 5, 6, 8, and 11 in the section contents (on p.
122).Ernst Falzeder and John Peck Acknowledgments My thanks go to Ernst Falzeder, the
translator of both volumes, and to Sonu Shamdasani, the Philemon Series General Editor, for
their scrupulous and encouraging assistance. Ernst has provided the basis for the
supplementary footnoting that both of us have carried out. I hasten to add that the longer, more
speculative and expansive notes are mine, ventured when the occasion warranted that touch.
Mr. Russell Peter Holmes shed light on an obscure reference in chapter 13 (by way of parallels
to the dead abbess with a scorching hand), and Mr. David Oswald discussed several matters
along the path that any editor of Jung’s seminars must travel. An essay by Dr. David Tresan
proved to be invaluable in helping me to round off a theme in the introduction; I wish to thank him
here. My thanks also go to my editor at Princeton University Press, Fred Appel, his associate
editor, Sarah David, and production editor Leslie Grundfest, for their aid and encouragement,
and to both my able copyeditor, Dawn Hall, and my judicious indexer, Maria den Boer. Preface
The present edition is the first supplement to C. G. Jung’s Collected Works, comprising the
minutes of the four seminars on children’s dreams, with additional explanatory editorial



notes.From 1933 onward, C. G. Jung gave lectures at the Eidgenössische Technische
Hochschule (ETH) in Zurich, on individuation, on dreams, and on analytical psychology in
general (see the Jung bibliography in the index volume of the Collected Works). In 1935, he was
appointed titular professor of psychology at the department of Freifächer (elected subjects) (XII).
In the following years, he gave various lectures and seminars at this university, including the four
seminars on children’s dreams, with discussions of selected literature on dreams, reprinted here.
These discussions of fundamental questions concerning the human psyche are of extraordinary
importance, not only because of their relevance to the history of science, but also for an
understanding of the practical application of Jung’s method of amplification. For this reason they
represent a good introduction to analytical psychology—in which dream interpretation plays a
central role—for readers who have so far concerned themselves only occasionally with
psychological problems. Thus, C. G. Jung stated: “The purpose of this seminar is to practice on
the basis of the material.” This goal, the easily understandable language, and the apparent
simplicity of the children’s dreams particularly facilitate the reader’s understanding.The views on
the psychology of the individual and on collective problems of our culture expressed in these
seminars have so far been available only to a very limited number of persons. First, admission to
the seminar classes depended on C. G. Jung’s permission, in order to allow discussions in a
relatively small group of people; and second, the subsequently compiled minutes were
distributed only to the seminar participants. Thus, an embargo originally preceded each of the
four seminar reports: “This seminar report is intended exclusively for the use of the participants
of the seminar and the subscribers only. It must not be circulated, lent, or borrowed. No parts of it
may be quoted or printed without the specific permission of Professor Jung.” These restrictions
were to ensure professional discretion. In addition, Jung had concerns about publishing certain
contributions in their original form. As we will explain in the introduction, it was only much later
that C. G. Jung allowed wider circulation of the seminars.The completion of the present edition
was only made possible by the work the original editors of the seminar proceedings devoted to
recording and editing the notes. Without their commitment this valuable material would probably
have been lost. We owe thanks to Hans H. Baumann, Kurt Binswanger, Marie-Louise von Franz,
Liliane Frey, Aniela Jaffé, and Rivkah Kluger-Schärf. We are especially indebted to Marie-Louise
von Franz and Elisabeth Rüf for their support and expert advice in the preparation of this edition,
as well as to William McGuire for providing us with pertinent correspondence. We also thank the
numerous contributing participants in the seminar, who have kindly given their permission for the
reprint. Special thanks go to the psychology fund of the ETH and the Dr. Donald C. Cooper
Funds for their financial support of the printing.1In the spoken word recorded in this material,
now accessible to a broader public, we are able to see C. G. Jung in a different light than in his
written works, in which this side is not so apparent. Here, his human side, his humor, and his
satirical vein come to fore as he takes a closer look at others and at himself. The—sometimes
unguarded—irony with which he does this bears special witness to his lively and straightforward
temperament. The reader is reminded again and again, in a pleasantly provocative manner, that



the seminar’s subject is not just a sterile theory, but the actual, lived reality of the child, and thus
life as such. We all know this reality because its symbols affect each of us.Fall 1986Lorenz
JungMaria Meyer-Grass1 [For the German edition only]. Introduction by the Original Editors C.
G. Jung did not find the time, in the midst of writing his immense body of work, to review the four
seminar reports assembled here for their scientific correctness. He was convinced, however,
that such editing would be necessary; he considered his own statements, as well as those of the
participants of the seminars, to be, above all, oral contributions to the discussion, which would
need to be elaborated more carefully and precisely when printed, in order to stand up to
criticism. The most subjective factors may often influence the spoken word, and the inevitably
subjective recording of the statements does not ensure that what is recorded is in fact always
exactly what was originally meant. Despite these reservations, much later, toward the end of his
life, he agreed to have the numerous seminars on various subjects published as an appendix to
his Gesammelte Werke (GW). On 24 May 1956, he wrote to Gerhard Adler, a member of the
Anglo-American editorial team of the Collected Works: “I completely agree to have the ‘seminar
notes’1 published as an appendix to the complete edition of my works, and I ask you … to see to
it that the necessary excisions, or corrections, of any possible factual mistakes be made…. If
possible, however, the style should not be altered.” On another occasion, he wished to have the
following note printed at the beginning of the seminar notes:I am well aware of the fact that the
text of these seminars contains a certain number of errors and other shortcomings, which would
make corrections necessary. Unfortunately, I was not able to carry out this work myself. I
therefore ask the reader to read these reports with the necessary critical eye, and to use them
with caution. Apart from that, thanks to the representational art [of the chroniclers], they give a
lively and faithful image of reality as it was at that time. (May 1954)C. G. Jung may have been
prompted to make these remarks by his wish to enable the reader to form an independent
judgment, and at the same time to draw the reader’s attention to the fact that some of the
statements should not be generalized, but rather scrutinized with benevolent criticism.Our
present edition of the seminars on children’s dreams is in accordance with C. G. Jung’s wish to
leave the texts as much as possible in their original straightforwardness. A completely verbatim
report of the discussions, however, is neither possible, for the reasons mentioned earlier, nor
was it aimed at; we rather tried to eliminate some of the obvious mistakes and
misunderstandings in the records that were made after the fact. Whenever possible, the
illustrations used at the time were used as the templates for those in this book.In what follows we
will briefly discuss the history of the four seminar reports. At the beginning of each of the
meetings of the seminar, which lasted for about two academic (fifty-minute) hours, a dream
interpretation or a book report was presented. These materials had been assigned to the
participants by C. G. Jung at the beginning of the semester. Then the topic was amplified in a
sometimes circuitous discussion. Some participants took down more or less accurate notes of
the discussion, which were compiled at the end of the semester. In later years, the stenographic
records by Rivkah Kluger-Schärf were of inestimable value for the editorial work. Even if the



exact wording could not always be established, the style of the spoken word could be preserved
to a very great extent.We learn from the preface to the first recorded seminar, given in 1936/37,
written and edited by Hans H. Baumann, Kurt Binswanger, Marie-Louise von Franz, Liliane Frey,
and Rivkah Schärf, that the publication “was decided on by the collaborators only at the end of
the semester, with Professor C. G. Jung’s assent:” “It was made at the request of numerous
friends of his psychology. The text is based, therefore, on notes in long- and shorthand, which
were not meant to be used for a proper publication. Nevertheless, we think we have given,
together with Professor Jung, a complete and faithful rendition of the commentaries.” In 1935/36,
before this class, the dream series of a boy had been discussed, which is reprinted in the
appendix of the present edition, because there are repeated references to it in the following
texts. Unfortunately, no further notes about those discussions are extant. We have also included
a number of papers on the dream literature from antiquity up to modern times.2 They provide an
overview of the prevalent ideas on the topic of dreams in different epochs. We also include the
discussion of a work that has still not been translated from Latin, De Somniis by Caspar
Peucer.The second seminar, given in 1938/39, was edited by Liliane Frey and Rivkah Schärf.
That semester C. G. Jung presented a detailed introduction to the method of dream
interpretation. We consider it to be so fundamental that we have placed it, disregarding
chronology, at the beginning of the present volume. Although C. G. Jung repeatedly talked about
dream interpretation at the beginnings of the subsequent seminars, no such introduction is
extant from the first semester.Liliane Frey and Aniela Jaffé edited the third seminar, given in
1939/40, on the basis of the notes of Rivkah Schärf. Here, as in the seminars of the other years,
we added the missing papers of the participants whenever they were available.The fourth and
last report was written as late as 1975, and was privately printed by Rivkah Kluger-Schärf and
Marie-Louise von Franz, in keeping with the original restrictions. In the foreword to their
extraordinarily precise edition, the editors write:For a long time already, the undersigned have
had the desire to publish this seminar, which contains, apart from the discussion and
interpretation of children’s dreams, the interpretation of dreams of the Renaissance scholar
Girolamo Cardano, the visions of St. Perpetua, and the well-known dream of the ‘Swinging Ax’ of
Dr. Hubbard…. To be able to present the texts by Cardanus and their interpretation with as much
unity as possible, we had to sacrifice the chronological sequence of the seminar meetings…. A
difficulty was presented by the papers of the participants of the seminar, some of which were no
longer available. In these cases, the dreams on which the papers were based were replaced by
short summaries or reconstructions with the help of the commentaries.For reasons of unity and
textual consistency, in the present edition we had to rearrange and make certain adaptations in
the four original sets of seminar notes. Where changes in chronology were made, this is duly
noted. All dates of the seminars, whenever extant, were added. All of the original footnotes were
included; we have added notes of our own whenever this seemed useful for a better
understanding. In these, the most important concepts of analytical psychology are briefly
explained, although for a deeper understanding of the exact meaning of such terms we refer the



reader to the numerous added cross-references to C. G. Jung’s Collected Works (CW) or his
memoirs, Memories, Dreams, Reflections (MDR). References to the volumes of CW are not by
page numbers, but by the paragraph numbers of the passage in question. Whenever additional
changes or omissions imposed themselves, they are indicated and explained at the place they
were made, either by “ed.” or by square brackets “[…].” For these corrections, and for many
doubtful phrases, it was partly possible, in the interest of faithfulness to the original, to make use
of the original notes of the seminar. For better recognizability, all dreams and longer quotations
are italicized. An index has been added to facilitate work with this volume.Without doubt, the four
seminars on children’s dreams are of great importance within the scope of Jung’s complete
works because they offer a rich introduction to the practice of Jungian dream interpretation. We
find a particularly impressive application of the theory of the archetypes, because the personal
context largely fades into the background in children’s dreams, most of them remembered only
in adulthood, and because archetypal images and situations come to the fore, owing to the
child’s greater proximity to the collective unconscious. In addition, the views expressed in the
seminars are an important contribution, not only to the psychology of the individual, but also to
the problems of modern society and to the questions of the basic religious needs of human
beings. Finally, these records–snapshots, we might call them –are of interest for the history of
science, because they bear witness to the development of important ideas and notions of Jung’s
analytical psychology.1 This expression in English in the original (trans.).2 All papers and
discussions on the dream literature are collected in volume 2 of the English edition (see Note to
the English Edition in this volume) (trans.). Calendar Contents for the Full Seminar, Winter Term,
1936/37–Winter Term, 1940/41 (coordinated with contents of the Children’s Dreams Seminar)I.
On the Method of Dream Interpretation Prof. Jung 10 Oct. 1938 (Winter Term, 1938/39) 1, ch. 1,
1II. Children’s Dreams Seminar (WT, 1936/37) 1, ch. 2, 32A. Three dreams from a nine-year-old
boy:1. The three young women Dr. Markus Fierz 1, 322. On the burning clinic Dr. Jung 1, 403. A
school dream Dr. Pitsch 1, 41B. Two dreams from an eight- to nine-year-old girl:4. The lion, the
bread, and the magic mirror, Margaret Sachs 1, 565. The mountain and the mother’s murder, Ilse
Berg 1, 88II. A. Older Literature on Dream Interpretation (WT, 1936/37)1. Macrobius,
Commentarius ex Cicerone in Somnium Scipionis, W. Bächtold 2 [3]2. Artemidorus, Five Books
on the Art of Dream Interpretation, Grete Adler 2 [14]3. Synesius of Cyrene, Treatise on Dream
Visions, Rivkah Schärf 2 [22]4. Caspar Peucer, De Somniis, Marie-Louise von Franz 2 [32]5. M.
l’Abbé Richard, Théorie des songes, Dr. Alice Leuzinger 2 [45]6. Franz Splittgerber, Schlaf und
Tod, Kristin Oppenheim 2 [49]7. Yves Delage, Le Rêve, Hans Baumann 2 [57]III. Psychological
Interpretation of Children’s Dreams, and the Older Literature on Dream Interpretation (WT,
1938/39) 1, ch. 3, 1041. A five-year-old boy: dream of a man covered with hair, Margaret Sachs
1, 1042. Discussion of Paul W. Radestock, Schlaf und Traum, Dr. Alice Kitzinger 2, [69]3. A six-
year-old girl: dream of the doll and the monster, Dr. Liliane Frey 1, 1124. Discussion of Philipp
Lersch, Der Traum in der deutschen Romantik, Dr. Charlotte Spitz 2 [74]5. A six-year-old girl:
dream of the rainbow, Dr. Emma Steiner 1, 124 (including a feeble-minded fourteen-year-old



boy: dream of going to heaven), Mr. Kadinsky 1, 1326. A four-to five-year-old boy: dream of the
robbers’ den, Dr. Hans Wespi 1, 1357. Discussion of Jackson Steward Lincoln, The Dream in
Primitive Cultures, Mr. Kenower Bash 2 [82]8. A five-year-old girl: dream of the death masks of
her parents, Dr. Nothmann 1, 1519. A four-year-old girl: dream of the wedding carriage and the
little angel, Cornelia Brunner 1, 17210. A five-year-old girl: dream of the fairy and the snakes,
Walter Huber 1, 19311. A fifteen-year-old boy: three adolescent dreams, of the tiger, the snakes,
and the magic herb, Prof. Jung 1, 20612. A girl: dreams of geese and a locomotive, Hans
Baumann 1, 232IV. Children’s Dreams Seminar (WT, 1939/40) 1, ch. 4, 2361. General remarks,
Prof. Jung [Causality, Amplification, and the Dream Series] 1, 2362. A ten-year-old girl: dream of
a snake with eyes sparkling like diamonds, Marie-Louise von Franz 1, 2403. A ten-year-old girl:
dream of sinking in the water, Margaret Sachs 1, 2634. A five- to six-year-old boy: dream of a
pyramid and a glass house, Aniela Jaffé 1, 2795. A five-year-old boy: dream of the beloved girl,
Dr. Emma Steiner 1, 2996. A seven-year-old boy: dream of a dead girl in the water, Mrs. A
Leuzinger 1, 3227. A three-year-old girl: dream of Jack Frost, Dr. Waller 1, 3388. A ten-year-old
girl: dream of a transparent mouse, Cornelia Brunner 1, 3449. A ten-year-old girl: dream of the
evil animal, Dr. Jolande Jacobi 1, 36710. Discussion of Eugène Marais, The Soul of the White
Ant, Carol Baumann 2, [94]V. Children’s Dreams Seminar (WT, 1940/41) 1, ch. 5, 379A. On
children’s dreams: further remarks on interpretation, Prof. Jung 29 Oct. 1940 1, 3791. A four-to-
five-year-old girl: dreams of her father as a menacing giant, of a pergola and a dachshund, and
of exercising in a barn, Dr. Ignaz Reichstein 1, 3822. A five-year-old girl: dream of a tiger, Walter
Huber 1, 3963. A five-year-old girl: dream of the Devil in the garden shaft, Dr. Emma Steiner 1,
4174. A six-year-old boy: dream of rotating grids, Dr. Kenower Bash 1, 4235. A ten-year-old boy:
dream of a red ball, Prof. Jung 1, 4406. A girl: dream of little pigs and lice, Margrit Ostrowski-
Sachs, 1, 455B. The dreams of the Renaissance scholar Girolamo Cardano, Dr. E. Levy 2
[122]1. An ape, prophet of death 2 [123, 135]2. The dead Prosper Marianus 2 [123, 139]3. The
dead J. B. Specianus 2 [124, 146]4. The red-robed angry mother 2 [156]5. A shooting star 2
[159]6. Two constellations 2 [162]7. The lion combat of Alexander 2 [175]8. Two wolves at the
Papal court 2 [180]9. The black sun 2 [181]10. Marinonus and son, Death, Corpse, and dog 2
[183]11. From Milan to Baccheta/Naples 2 [195]12. A large snake & a narrow escape 2 [214]C.
Visions and dreams 2 [105]1. Discussion of the visions of St. Perpetua, Marie-Louise von Franz
2 [107]2. Discussion of three dreams of Dr. John Hubbard, alias Peter Blobbs (The Censer, the
Swinging Ax, and the Man at the End of the Corridor), Carol Baumann 2 [216]Appendix: Dream
Series of a Boy 1, 469 Introduction PEDAGOGY AND PARTICIPANTSIn this seventh seminar
series of Jung’s to be published, more than in any other to date, a deliberate pedagogic intention
structured his triple stranding of materials. That fact begins to account for the pragmatic
sequestration of dreams recalled from childhood, in the portion of the seminar devoted to
Children’s Dreams already published (Princeton University Press / Philemon, 2008), from the
assigned reports on the history of dream interpretation gathered here in a separate seminar
volume, together with three extended series of visions and dreams selected by Jung for practical



exercise. All of this material, devoted to both clinical and historical treatment, also spelled a
turning point. Given in the classroom setting of the Federal Polytechnic, or ETH, from 1936 to
1941, it marked Jung’s resumption of teaching (previously at the University of Zurich) after a
long hiatus.Its landmark character was not personal only. While Jung offered the course under
university auspices, he restricted enrollment almost exclusively to practitioners of analysis
(trained both medically and otherwise). His presentation of the subject—the dreams of children
recalled in adulthood, coordinated with a survey of the literature on dream interpretation—also
marked a first. Others, of course, had written on aspects of that long history, or had studied
certain periods of cultural history in relation to dreams; for instance, Jung’s younger French-
Swiss compatriot Albert Béguin would publish his L’âme romantique et le rêve: Essai sur le
romantisme allemand et la poésie française in 1937, during the second term of these seminars.
Jung’s course, however, on clinical material in tandem with his survey of dream interpretation—
carefully selected but with no pretensions to supplying a history—was the first such to be offered
by a major psychologist.Beyond the pioneering aspect of these sessions, they nicely
demonstrate another side of Jung’s scope as a teacher—namely, his ability to suggest that the
way in which medicine sees things shares a common basis with the imaginal way in which the
heart sees them. His method in this respect remains suggestive, in the best sense (that is,
carrying to fruition, or giving birth, just out of sight or over the border). Pedagogy implies method,
often no more than method, whereas paideia for Greeks expressed a whole culture and
encompassed any particular pedagogy. All of Jung’s seminars demonstrate the culture-fostering
way in which his mind worked. But this material provides a striking example of what might seem
at casual glance to be simply a pedagogic trick—the inclusion of Eugène Marais’s study of
termites—but which in fact exemplifies Jung’s way of seeing things, a germ of paideia as it were,
an indivisibly medical-scientific and imaginal-psychological outlook. Jung included Marais’s
pioneering account, a pilot project in ethology, to ground the role of the sympathetic nervous
system in preverbal, subcortical processes of communion and participation. Alongside a survey
of dream interpretation, then, his plan for the seminar included this contemporary, far-out and
deep-in foray into those levels of instinct, across phylum lines, which are bound to tease probing
questions from us about behavior, and about the self-portrayals of instinct in both behavior and
dreams. Ethnology needs the new ethology, because ethology redraws paths to psyche. Not
simply a corrective to the millennial Western focus on a sensory, outward-directed, personalistic
and environmental basis for a cerebro-spinal psyche, a focus that simply mirrors the world,
Marais’s little groundbreaking study, as Jung presents it, also directly insinuates an archetypal
basis for the psyche (he included it at the end of the third of the four terms).Therefore, in a
seminar devoted simultaneously to both children’s dreams and the development of dream
interpretation, Marais’s queen termite supplies Jung with a visible double for the invisible
organizing factor in our own phylogenetic basement. The community around her is “almost … an
archetype made real” (135), responding to signals that have to do with processes that both
regulate life and also carry and transmit images, notably the royal symbols of the god-image in



our systems of order. Jung’s hint is that ethnology alone does not go deeply enough in
regrounding a study of the soul. Such study must also pursue the traces of direct unconscious
transmission and influence manifest in phylogenetic life processes, which directly inform any
complete Western yoga of dream interpretation. As late as December 21, 1960, in Jung’s reply
to the analyst Albert Jung, he emphasized the role the sympathetic nervous system played in the
drama of full engagement with divine influx, a totality far beyond conscious representation and
not an exclusively spiritual matter. By the same token, however, biology could extend to Jung no
more than powerfully suggestive analogies for the inheritance of archetypes, for instance (as I
note below by way of Shamdasani’s work). His pedagogic turn in 1936, then, while it limns the
integrals his science offers to our culture, stood on sounder ground with ethnographic parallels
than with biological ones. Potentially spanning the psychophysical spectrum from infrared to
ultraviolet, nonetheless Jung’s work at times must cast a pontoon bridge across waters where
he would hope that a masonry span might stand one day. And such is the broad implication for
us, if not for his seminar participants, of Marias’s Thoreau-like inquest into the ways of the white
ant.A significant number of the participants, at least in this case, were MDs—as indicated by
Jung’s aside apropos Dr. John Hubbard’s material:So he is also a member of our trade, he is a
doctor. That’s no coincidence. He is a doctor because he has to deal with suffering humankind.
He gets in touch with suffering people, and his whole life consists of experiences with sufferers,
which establishes a very close relationship with them. That is why many old doctors quite
naturally develop some philosophy and are known for having their own views. This has always
been so, also in the Middle Ages. These dreams of Dr. Hubbard are the fruit—as we can feel—of
a life marked by human experience; not only the dream of the king, but also the other dreams.
(1916, 327–28)However, we would do well to construe “doctor” in the broader sense, which
includes the proven lay analyst. While recruitment for any of Jung’s seminars was
heterogeneous, the imprint of medical training marks some of them. In this seminar, those with
backgrounds outside of medicine included Mss. von Franz, Schärf, and Carol Fisher Baumann,
her second husband Hans H. Baumann, Liliane Frey, and several others. Among those en route
to advanced degrees in humanities were Liliane Frey (philosophy and psychology), Rivkah
Schärf (Semitic languages and the history of religions), and Hans Baumann (German studies
and architecture; Baumann did not become an analyst). Von Franz, who took her doctorate in
classical philology at twenty-six in the 1941 Winter Term, when she reported on the visions of St.
Perpetua, had chosen classics over her competing interests in medicine and mathematics,
prompted by a dream as interpreted by Jung, around the time of her 1936 seminar report on the
physician Caspar Peucer.1 Drs. Bash, Heinrich Fierz, Jacobi, Kitzinger, Levy, Nothmann,
Reichstein, Spitz, Steiner, Waller, Wespi, and perhaps Dr. Kurt Binswanger (one of the transcript
editors) represent the medical quorum identified by Jung, numbering ten, perhaps eleven, of the
twenty-nine attendees, or around one-third. Among the figures whose writings or dream material
is reviewed, Girolamo Cardano was a prominent physician, as was Caspar Peucer, the humanist
son-in-law of Melanchthon. The professional diviner Artemidorus, although no doctor,



assiduously researched the nocturnal lives of persons of every age and class in his time,
acquiring something of the physician’s feeling for the vicissitudes most people confront. The
English Dr. John Hubbard was of course Jung’s near contemporary.The span in this particular
roster is best exemplified by Kenower Bash and Carol Fisher Baumann, the daughter of Yale
economist Irving Fisher, who while raising her children in Zurich became an independent
researcher, translator, and lecturer, working on Black Elk among other Native American themes,
Far Eastern spirituality, and women’s psychological experiences of childbirth.2 Kenower Bash,
who earned his MD degree toward the end of these seminars, became professor of psychiatry at
Bern and a training analyst at the Zurich Jung Institute and was cited for one of his essays by
physicist Ludwig Meitner in a letter to Wolfgang Pauli in 1958.3 Between these two figures in the
group are those others, both women and men, whose therapeutic calling may or may not have
held hands with their academic credentials. An apocryphal testimony from a crossover figure like
Bash, the late Dr. Joseph Wheelwright, MD, preserves a glimpse of the atmosphere that
probably informed inclusion in this informal guild. Only half self-mockingly he marveled, “Once I
had seen what was involved with so-and-so in their work with the Mahatma, I ran to him like a
puppy, my tail wagging, and said, ‘Can I be like you when I grow up?’ So after a bit of work Jung
said, ‘Wheelwright, you’re the most disorganized young man I have ever seen. So why don’t you
just go off to St. Bart’s in London, like so-and-so, and get an M.D., and then come back, and
we’ll see.’ ”4One further reflection on medicine’s role in dream interpretation is in order, if only
because it drew Jung’s comment in his memorial essay on Freud of October 1939, published
during the last term of these seminars. In acknowledging Freud’s demonic intensity as patient
sleuth and unmasker of neurosis, Jung characterizes Freud’s influential outlook as very much a
doctor’s, in an Enlightenment spirit, without philosophical coloring of any kind—yet as such,
firmly in a long tradition of inquiry into the psyche, where “the really decisive discoveries have
been made within the sphere of medicine” (Jung, CW 15, §60). The Interpretation of Dreams, “a
fount of illumination for us young psychiatrists,” at last rescued dreams from centuries of oblivion,
restoring them to the status they enjoyed in ancient medicine, though in a different key (§65).
Freud’s attempt to tie his anatomy of neurosis to primitive psychology in Totem and Taboo,
however, rendered an inadequate account of primitive mentality, and The Future of an Illusion
only further showed the weakness of Freud’s materialistic grounding in philosophy, along with
“the fact that he had no understanding of what religion was about” (§67). In effect Freud reduced
the spirit—“the adversary of the soul” in Ludwig Klages’s adage—to mere psychological formula
(§72). Therefore it was plain to Jung that it was up to himself and others to carry on the practice
of dream interpretation, along with the survey of its history, through the doorway that Freud had
opened but to which he had clung fast, all the while maintaining a foothold in medicine’s premier
contribution to psychology. The study of dreams, and likewise the history of their interpretation,
henceforth would knowingly have to extend what had long been done with “the demonically vital”
things at work in the psyche—namely, to “try the spirits whether they are of God” (I John 4:1),
because only the spirit, and not intellect, can cast out the “spirits” (§73). In all of these remarks in



his tribute to Freud, after acknowledging that medicine’s plow broke the plains for crucial
psychological husbandry, Jung then claims the adjacent cultural acreage—the venerable
therapeutic systems of the religions most notably, and an alert philosophical outlook—as
indispensable for the psychologist. Thus not only Jung’s own Kenyan venture into ethnology
animates his comments during these seminars, but also Marais’s pioneering ethology of the
white ant, with consequences for the analysis of dream processes and the theory of archetypes.
For the latter theory, however, the consequence marked a partial theoretical dead end, which
plays a role in the next section.TÓ δρ μα; OR, THE PLAY’S THE THINGThroughout the
sessions devoted to this material, as also to the dreams of children remembered as adults, one
unstated parallel does in fact hold between medical practice and the action or plot template in
Jung’s approach to dream interpretation. It remained unstated for some of the same reasons that
it stays unremarked today. The Aristotelian template for action in the Poetics, applied by Jung to
dreams, was part of a consistently developed analogy between medical practice and tragedy,
one that students of both literature and psychology have mostly forgotten. The old analogy was
even more specific, and proportional: the plot, or praxis, which Aristotle called the psyche of
drama, was to the play’s development as a disease was to the course it ran (with the play’s
turning point or peripeteia proportional to the krisis or change point in illness). What makes
Poetics such an unusual treatise is its pointed Hippocratic construction, limb by limb, with
tragedy seen as treatment, and the Hippocratic goal of homeostasis or self-regulation—in line
with Jung’s view of the dream’s dynamic function—fully instated with respect to mental
balance.5 The final loosening or untying, the lysis, also draws on disease terminology. As I will
argue later, because this analogy remained implicit for both Jung and his seminar participants, it
is up to us to fill out the picture that marries the unfolding of suffering and release, or illness and
easing, with the actions of staged dramas and dream dynamics—the diagnostic picture, to be
exact.As for the tone of questioning Jung pursued in this material, it stands somewhat apart from
that in his other seminars. Although the participants usually remain unidentified in the
exchanges, it seems likely that everyone felt the occasional force of Jung’s colloquy. More than
in his other seminars, Jung drew out certain phases of questioning almost in the Socratic
manner. The transcripts of these sessions are peppered with deliberately leading questions,
salted tartly with gentle barbs and rebukes. While the same spirit animates brief patches of
discussion in the other seminars, nowhere else is it quite as teacherly as here. Of course, the
university context to which Jung had returned largely accounts for this tone. And the matter
treated by Jung with pedagogic insistence is his repeated exposition, in the sessions on
children’s dreams, of the dramatic template for typical dream processes. More about this
emphasis follows in the next section.Noting the main themes Jung pressed home in these
seminars on both children’s dreams and the history of dream interpretation, I am mindful of Dr.
Joseph Henderson’s title, Thresholds of Initiation, and its implications for dealing with both
aspects of the world, outside and in. That is, Jung several times puts his finger on the influence
of conflicts set loose in the greater world upon the individual psyche, not only in mature doctors



like Hubbard but also in other people. This topic emerges only gradually as a master theme, yet
it sets up a mirror relation between parallel influences: the fateful and overarching patterns of
conflicts on the loose collectively, and the thrust of potential individuation in dreams recalled
from childhood. The intentional but also neutral, just-so processes unfolding within are mirrored
by history’s just-so paradigm shifts and clashing outbursts, equally directional and unconscious.
One outcome of these discussions is to sharpen the focus on these two strands of fate. One of
them unbraids itself proleptically from the fibers of birth. The other blows in from the storm
outside, as tribal fascinations that routinely gobble up energy and solicit identification in times of
major transition or open outbreak. They, too, like certain shapes taken by individuation, may
represent new content and prove to be irresistible to those who are ready to turn the page. As for
initiation, however, it seems that the saving trick in both cases, with either the big-world shindy or
the single destiny, is to come through standing on both feet—no longer one-sided and
incomplete—and relatively free of gluey adherence to either the archetypes of the inner swarm
or to identifications with mass culture, the nation-state, the clan or club or klatch, the energy
sinks of ambition or consumption, and now the dispersed holocaust of ecocide. As discussions
of the assigned reports on dream interpretation proceed, mixed with practical work on shorter
and longer series of dreams, Jung demonstrates how these two reaches of draw, both outward
and inward into mystical participation or identification, compose reciprocating images, the
macrocosmic and microcosmic defaults either side of a sword bridge. That bridge defines both
regions by razoring between them into an ample relationship with the psyche.At first one might
not expect such paired themes to rise from this material. Yet their coemergence is not really
surprising. The same mix percolates through both the Visions Seminars of 1930–34 and the
seminars on Nietzsche’s Zarathustra, which ran nearly concurrently with the ones on children’s
dreams (SNZ 1934–39, and CDS 1936–41). The rise of the European and Russian dictatorships
impinged on the participants with the heaviness of the entre deux guerres, which Jung
addresses when returning here to the dreams he had discussed at Sennen Cove, Land’s End, in
Cornwall during his first, unrecorded seminar in 1920, the dreams of Dr. John Hubbard. On the
table for everyone again lay the palpable mirroring of crisis-heavy collective themes by
responses from the individual psyche. The last two terms, from winter 1939 through the first
months of 1941, ran coevally with the inaugural phase of World War II.With the publication of
Jung’s Red Book (1913–28) in 2009, one can now appreciate how much this reciprocal clash of
violent collective outbreak with the strong upsurge of autonomous inner dramas defined Jung’s
personal experiment. Therefore what gradually emerged as reciprocal themes in the Children’s
Dreams Seminars had been holding Jung’s attention consistently for more than two decades.
The preceding and concurrent seminars, on Christiana Morgan’s prolific outpouring of active
imagination, and on Nietzsche “the prophet” in Also sprach Zarathustra, had followed the
seminar in 1928–30 on the study of practical dream analysis, the practice on which this present
material dwells in two complementary ways. By interspersing dreams from childhood, as
recalled by adults, with ad hoc chapters in a history of dream interpretation from Artemidorus



through Girolamo Cardano and more recent figures, Jung was extending roughly parallel lines
through both the single lifespan’s inner theater and the drama of Western history. This micro-
macro parallelism, though not consistently evoked, remained ready, like loose stone, to rumble
with what Shakespeare called “the fell points of mighty opposites.” Throughout Jung’s syllabus,
the chief material witnesses are marked by their extraordinary receptivity to this harmonic. As a
seasoned veteran and student of such receptivity himself, Jung had become a reclamation
architect in such parallel halls of shattered and leaning mirrors, weaving the relevant images,
from both the mass and the single person, into a loose design.One may paraphrase his
seminar’s roughly related motifs as follows (for both the dreams from childhood and the survey
of dream interpretation), in radial rather than linear order, several of which the rest of this
introduction will take up:• Divination and control, over against anticipation (the prospective
function of dreaming) and wisdom;• Conflict issuing into either stasis or a resolution that
changes things;• An action template for how most symbolic processes regularly unfold;• The
nuclear and radial character of order in symbolic processes, which fosters concentric
amplification rather than causal reduction to root figures;• Likewise, the occasionally atemporal
or out-of-sequence arrival of turning points in extended symbolic processes, in which symbolic
thinking-by-doing sometimes anticipates itself;• Time as such, or living qua living, constituting a
fifth psychic function; and “coming into being” (I, 27) as Jung’s prelude to the current phase of
emergence theory;6• The longue durée of collective symbolic progressions, meshing with the
single lifespan, in Jung’s “ethno-psychological method”;• Fate, collective or singular, alongside
individuation; and• Heuristics, or the attitude of continuously hypothetical discovery, sustaining
learning over against explanation.Western modes of divination have developed in a broadly
historical manner, passing from sheer strip mining for the purposes of utility—grubby resource
extraction in Artemidorus and others, for the routine purposes of control, prudent navigation, or
even aggrandizement, and “the mastery of time” (“time my possession,” boasted the great
physician, astrologer, and mathematician Girolamo Cardano)—to the more discerning
engagement with an inner natural process that neither tells us what to do nor considerately
respects our human limits, but nonetheless deepens a capacity for response. In avoiding identity
with inflation from without or within, one can begin to survive immersion in overwhelming affects
while rotating the function wheel so as to retain insight into conflicting forces met either within or
out in the open. Thus divination may slowly become mature investigation with tools acquired
through immersion: insight, endurance, and courage. Therefore time, during the course of these
sessions, passes from being a resource to be forklifted for profit, health, or life insurance, to
what Jung in the sessions on children’s dreams provisionally calls an impersonal function,
implicitly to be set alongside the other four functions in his typology. “My view on this is that time
is a psychological function, identical with living as such. Such a view cannot be proved but is
extremely valuable heuristically” (Children’s Dreams, 100–102). Thus Cardano’s passion as
astrologer and dream analyst, which was to submit the flow of one’s life to a lucid form of
subjection, much as the city of Los Angeles has channeled the river that bears its name through



miles of concrete, in retrospect expansively anticipates today’s patiently hypothetical attitude—
heuristic in both senses, both discovering and also showing features of something unintentional
yet still directed, and still largely unknown.That heuristic attitude in large measure determines
the psychology that one practices—and “practice on the basis of the material” is the ethos at
work here (see Children’s Dreams, 28). No matter how illuminating, one’s method will lapse into
a dogmatic posture if it pursues, as some modern psychologies have done, causal connections.
Rather than designating a causal perspective, early on Jung calls his attitude toward learning,
and also teaching, “conditional” (Children’s Dreams, 4). Especially with children’s dreams, in
which personal material yields pride of place to “the storeroom of the human mind,” Jung’s
“ethno-psychological method” is the most consistently instructive attitude, leading one to keep
solutions experimental, provisional, and “unsatisfactory.” Such dreams remembered in
adulthood lend themselves to this experiment with particular aptness, teaching the Theseus-like
groper in the labyrinth to finger several threads at once: enlargement rather than reduction of
motifs (amplification rather than reductio in primam figuram); concentric rather than linear
investigation and grasp, with nuclear-and-radial rather than simply sequential manifestations;
dealings with collective rather than individual images; and an easing-up on the attempt to
understand in the interests of rendering a configuration more thoroughly “visible” (Children’s
Dreams, 26).The findings delivered by this procedure can be startling. For instance, in the
longest part of these sessions, devoted to eleven dreams spanning thirty-seven years of Jerome
Cardan’s life, Jung identifies the peripeteia, or process turning point in the entire series, as a
dream that comes before that process actually starts to go downhill—a fact the reader may not
notice until scrutinizing the dating of the dreams and the sequencing of their discussion (see the
two charts in the first footnote to chapter 13 below). It is noteworthy that by this point in the
proceedings Jung does not mention this wrinkle—or at least the transcript does not record him
doing so. We are justified, then, in assuming that by the time Jung takes up Cardano—the
centerpiece of his demonstration—he has trusted his charges to have grasped his “conditional”
method for following the radial and concentric probes among acausal movements of the psyche,
which nonetheless seem to follow the apparently linear course of time. That is, by then he has
assumed that his charges have absorbed his teaching aims for the whole seminar. One can
have sympathy for those in the group who may have been slower to drink deeply from those
springs. One wonders, for instance, how many of them noticed that the teaching sequence for
Cardano’s dreams twice departs from the calendar sequence, for reasons that Jung passes over
in silence (see the second chart, first footnote, chapter 13).Explanation cannot be one’s aim
either in the course of such inquiry or in the teaching of it. Instead, a walk around the mountain
deposited by nature, like the circumambulation of Mount Tamalpais by the Miwok Indians of
California, slowly discloses both the object and one’s relations to it. One uses both feet, both
eyes, and both cerebral hemispheres, practices retention and endurance, but commands
nothing. Even the climb up such a living and dynamic storehouse of phenomena is not vertically
up but rather, as tribal usage has it, along Jung’s radial and concentric lines, into the mountain.In



Jung’s handling, through the channels of historical and cross-cultural divination (Western
astrology and the Chinese I Ching) as well as the quantum phenomena of how symbolic
processes appear to “run”—notably in a dream or fantasy’s process template or “unfolding of
actions” (Children’s Dreams, 161) or in mythological processes that feature development (“the
transitus of the gods,” ibid.)—patient study slowly discloses the look, if not a complete theoretical
account, of how temporal unfolding dovetails with configured meaning. The outcome of such
study-in-practice anticipates today’s upsurge of research, in several scientific domains, of
theories devoted to pattern emergence, in a field either living or inorganic. But that outcome, “the
coming into being, and the fundamental meaning, of dreams” (Children’s Dreams, 27), follows
only from “many experiences” or trials in the pedestrian but spacious Mount Tamalpais lab. Just
how actions unfold, in the purposive but nonhortatory unconscious, remains a question that
emergence theory still walks around, notwithstanding the rapid growth in its lexicon of terms
(see footnote 12 below). In this respect, the combined sessions on children’s dreams and the
survey of dream interpretation, though dwindling in the rear-view mirror of the decades, fix upon
something that will challenge emergence theorists (cf. footnotes 6 and 22) to articulate more
finely and fundamentally—namely, the persistently hypothetical grasp of such coming into being
in unconscious mental life in view of the rough-and-ready philosophical process terms that Jung
brought to these matters both then and later, through the 1940s and 1950s (notably in
“Theoretical Reflections on the Nature of the Psychical” [1946, 1954]).From the later 1930s
through his work on the synchronicity hypothesis in partial collaboration with Wolfgang Pauli, the
reach of Jung’s speculation grows in depth and differentiation, while his fidelity to the “pure
happening,” or reinen Geschehens, of psychic process7 sustains his earlier outlook on the
wisdom of provisional grasp. These seminars from the end of the entre deux guerres erect
scaffolding around such coming into being, as discussed below, which consist of Aristotelian
planking (made smooth by Hans Driesch’s “psychoid” Darwinian plane) supported by Kantian
framing members, the first brought in by plain paraphrase and the second chosen for their
respectful stand toward the unknowable quid inside the mountain. The sections of Aristotle’s
Poetics devoted to the structure of action rendered symbolically—not in some schoolboy’s
summary of the phases in a drama, plotting its praxis, but rather that same outline heuristically
mated with inscrutable developmental cues in the unconscious—supplied Jung with his terms.
They sound like a teacher’s terms, but they also serve an investigator up against final limits: not
explanation from causes and grounds, but heuristics elucidating the still somewhat inscrutable
infinitives dran and poien, to act and to configure. Such is the ground on which Jung lightly
landed and nimbly moved.This Aristotelian summary would have first come to Jung, of course,
during his Gymnasium years. He usually invokes that summary without attribution, since anyone
would recognize it as Aristotle’s, as Mr. Baumann does here in summarizing plot, or Handlung, in
his report on Delage’s theory of dreams. However, that way of applying the action template also
alludes to its genuine anonymity or natural basis—a view I take to be implicit in Jung’s practice. If
so, that thread in Aristotle’s poetics suits the weave of his biology and natural history; he read it



accurately not only from Sophocles and Aristophanes but also de natura, from the way things go.
The nugget for Jung in this action template is the pressure or drift in psychic energy, the
apparent purposiveness in life processes, which is akin to the finalistic perspective invoked by
him for certain dreams, but which typically remains a bane in modern science, and certainly is
baneful to theorists of unconscious processes when those processes are tied to the least shred
of traditional teleology. Because Aristotelian categories have long been deployed in regimental
fashion in theology, aesthetics, and metaphysics, Jung preferred to paraphrase this nugget in
non-Aristotelian terms; as he told Ximena de Angulo in 1952, “To Schopenhauer I owe the
dynamic view of the psyche; the ‘Will’ is the libido back of everything.” Ms. de Angulo went on to
quiz him, asking if individuation “was what made a tree grow into a tree, if it was not the same
thing as the Aristotelian entelechy…. He hesitated, and I had to say it again another way, but
then he said it was the same thing.”8Jung’s hesitation cues us here; he neither excludes nor
embraces the teleological term, but reframes it. Readers of the Collected Works can follow
Jung’s adjustment of entelechy to his “phylogeny of mind,” or to his frequent characterizations of
both “shaping limit” and “boundary concept”—thereby seeing, in the process of doing so, how
biology and comparative zoology, the theory of knowledge, and a multilayered grasp already
nudge the inherited action template up against an envelope.Marilyn Nagy proposes that Eduard
von Hartmann’s invocation of pervasive directionality in natural processes gave Jung a means of
consolidating earlier hints, notably Schopenhauer’s, with support from Hans Driesch’s
philosophical biology, in framing the individuation process.9 Sonu Shamdasani’s chapters on
Jung’s development of dream interpretation offer the most nuanced and informed perspective on
what I have sketched here. The following itemizes only the most salient parts of a remarkable
cascade. From 1912 on, the dream for Jung was itself both nature and the royal road to cultural
history; it expressed both Haeckel’s biogenetic law of recapitulation (of phylum history in the
individual) and the functionally self-personifying representation that, with support from Havelock
Ellis, he called “dramatizing.” (Although the “strong” variety of Haeckel’s hypothesis has been set
aside, its main lines persist.) All of this pointed to symbol formation as the master trope of
psychic process, whose function was adaptive in evolution, developing latent powers through
fictive-creative rehearsals; teleology described this function within a polypsychic, compensatory,
nonego frame in line partly with Freud’s causal mode, but more broadly with the biologist Karl
Groos’s play theory, Théodore Flournoy’s antisuicidal automatisms, the inferior personalities
theatricalized by mediums, Gerhard Adler’s prescient function, and Alphonse Maeder’s
teleological function. Alongside all this ferment, comparative embryology by way of Ernst
Haeckel early had lent to Jung a biogenetic basis for reading in individual psychic terms the
encoding and retelling—redramatizing in the customized, on-call ways noted above—of
repertoires from our entire species development, naturally and culturally. The above findings by
Jung and his colleagues orchestrated Haeckel’s master principle in ways that Jung summarized
as “functional or autosymbolic phenomena.” In the vanguard of this procession, in 1885, had
marched the German neo-Kantian thinker Carl du Prel, emphasizing both the healing function



and the dramatic form of dreams, in the last respect amplifying a note struck already by Samuel
Taylor Coleridge and Georg Lichtenberg. Du Prel called the dream “a completely accentuated
drama.”10Jung’s comments on the prospective functions not only of dreaming but also of
regression, from Symbols of the Transformation of Libido (CW 5, 1912) through the New York
Lectures on Psychoanalysis (at Fordham University,11 also 1912) and the first general essay on
dreams (1916), sketch a scientific regrounding for the dynamics of anticipation, or purposive
arrangement, in certain unconscious processes. Freud’s own observations on regression
compel one to shift the etiological fulcrum he placed under childhood experiences to a place
directly beneath the present moment during neurosis (New York Lectures, §377), a shift that
lends regression itself a prospective slant, for regression already anticipates, however gropingly,
“new ways of adapting”(§406). In his paragraphs on teleology and regression, Jung cites his own
Symbols of the Transformation of Libido: the “prophetic dream” is only the rare, special case of
“certain very fine subliminal combinations that point forward…. Dreams are very often
anticipations of future alterations of consciousness” (Symbols, §78n18). The same
“combinations” are named in the New York Lectures (“The Prospective Function of Dreams,”
§453), where “the teleological significance of dreams,” as demonstrated by Alphonse Maeder, is
precisely what Freud had neglected in favor of historical determinants (§452). Four years later in
1916, in the paper on “General Aspects of Dream Psychology,” Jung compactly links the
compensatory function of dreams during neurosis with their quasi-teleological tendency. In a
regression, “the—under normal conditions—merely compensatory function of the unconscious
becomes a guiding, prospective function [einer führenden, prospektiven Funktion]” (CW 8 §495,
where Maeder’s work is cited again).Jung therefore integrated his view of this orienteering
function in certain dreams at the climax of a broad inquiry constructed along that line by many
hands, and at the point where his own psychology was soon to diverge from a more historically
determined one. While the lever may have been those barely perceptible subliminal elements
entering into hazy combinations, what they moved was an entire psychology. One might say that
a prospective function was the tongue depressor with which Jung looked down the throat of a
historically determined dynamic psychiatry, and made it cough. This fact is worth underlining in
our day, when philosophical biology has banned teleological readings of life processes, and
when our literary theorists by and large have convinced themselves that narrative action and
authorial agency, those worthy buckets, have turned into sieves. Worth all the more, because,
when it came to Jung’s assessment of dream actions, he parked his present-tense, future-
anticipating reading of things on the same Aristotelian action template that then-recent biology
and psychology, spanning Driesch and du Prel, had invoked in one way or another. Which, then,
is hardly out of keeping: far from being an old saw in a caricatured finalistic carpentry, that action
template is one more patterned energy as inscrutable as the compensatory aim-taking function
of the psyche itself.To paraphrase the tension sprung into Aristotle’s action template by this
astonishing theoretical surge in the first decades of the twentieth century, one can say that plot,
that threadbare term in English for action, or praxis in Greek, naturally unfolds from the nonego,



to frame, resolve, and memoriously invest psychic adaptations to conflict and challenge with
backing and input from our remotest ancestors. Literature is its flower; this prior matter supplies
the taproot. While Kant equipped Jung with a bulkhead against unwarranted assumptions about
what can be known, Haeckel had built him a bridge across which Schopen-hauer’s push toward
an expanded libido theory could join Jung’s fine tolerance, underwritten by the research chorus
named above, for the inscrutable knowingness apparently at work in unintentional natural
processes—a headless teleology.12Both the seminar on children’s dreams per se and this
volume on a select history of dream interpretation compose one long demonstration. Uniting
them both, and many of their shared conceptual motifs, is the strategic tension sustained by
Jung around the description of process purposiveness. Kant manifestly raftered Jung’s
epistemological ceiling, but Aristotle no less manifestly lent footers to his process theory. His
choice of the Aristotelian hologram for represented action, a selection that constituted no mere
fallback position or crypto-Aristotelian move, marks the compass-foot pivot for his swings
through arcs of nonlinear process, as far as the accounting that we might plausibly give of them.
What a startling recovery of means, initially from the Stagirite: to Kant and Schopenhauer, by
way of du Prel, Haeckel, Maeder, Groos, Flournoy, Ellis, and perhaps Driesch … and by way of
both the entelechy and mimetic-action template.It is particularly startling when one goes on to
recover Aristotle’s bivalent grasp of what makes a represented action whole. The causality within
that whole is refracted, or rendered quantum in character, by one’s position. Archê and teleutê,
beginning and end, depend entirely on the meson, or middle, which is defined as the point from
which causality appears either as necessity (looking back toward a beginning) or as still open to
determination (toward some end). And that is not the only doubleness in view: the actor
experiences this double perspective on caused and causing, necessity and freedom, as being
distinct from the spectator’s perspective in which the whole show unfolds fatefully. From within
the action, chance remains active until the perceived end, but seen from outside, the action
appears to be necessary. So, the agonistic and theatric, or existential and theoretical modes,
together frame mimesis, to which Aristotle adds that in tragedy the two perspectives collapse in
upon each other. The spectator is brought on stage; the knower or theorist of the necessary is
made to feel the moral challenge of indeterminacy or freedom.13It is only two steps from this
double perspective built into dramatic praxis by Aristotle14 to quantum physics and Jung’s
psychology in the 1930s. The first step comes by way of Werner Heisenberg’s parallel
introduction of the theorist into the drama of subatomic process (rather than staged action), and
then by way of Jung’s related propositions that (a) dream dramas are staged in compensatory
relation to the waking standpoint. Jung phrases this matter in the first volume of these seminars
by saying that “the dream leads us into an action, into an [instinctual] experience, that no longer
corresponds to conscious experience” (Children’s Dreams, 162). Jung also marks the fact that
(b) the 2 percent relegated to individuality, the margin of conscious participation in development,
manifests because the ego is thrust into the perceived field of enactment as an agent.The fated
and the freely determined: both of these perspectives compose tendency or meaning in a whole



action or praxis—and it is this quantum view, or particle/wave, determined/determining
bivalence, that rounds out the view of an as-if causality (the as-if factor will be treated below) as
at once determined and actively determining, although it must be perceived alternately as one or
the other. This same double view attends Jung’s take on the turning point in a dream action in
Aristotle’s terms—the peripeteia or peripety. For awareness expands at that point, within the
actor, to include what a spectator can take in more comprehensively. And whether or not the
dream ego “gets it” during the dream, that actor meets up with his waking counterpart soon
enough, to have a little seminar. What they say to each other—their integral—is what the work
on dreams comes to, but also is exactly what mimesis serves. Only this serially doubled
perspective, then, lends sufficient amplitude to descriptions of purposiveness in psychic
processes. Without its quantum reach, the very sense of one’s terms will both flatten and refract;
causality and aim, with their warranted synonyms and modifiers, will retire into the bunkers of
armed camps.Aim turns out to be the more ductile term of art. The purposive thrust of a drama,
for Aristotle its telos or aim, pushing through the change point to a homeostatic clearing of both
ignorance and suffering, suits down to the ground Jung’s sense of the neutral but directional
thrust of a dream series. Those “mousetraps” for libido called complexes obstruct the general
aim of development, the telos of the individual life process: that much is emphatic for Jung, in
the sessions devoted to children’s dreams. Some of his most vigorous teaching in Children’s
Dreams (417ff., on the five-year-old girl’s dream of the devil, her father, and the shaft in the
garden) shows how easily we misread the dynamic aim, the als-ob or as-if directedness, at work
in early phases of growth. The two essays from the World War I decade later revised several
times, into the early 1940s—“The Structure of the Unconscious” and “The Relations between the
Ego and the Unconscious”—both follow the transformative “drame intérieur”15 of the
unconscious psyche. The layers of revision and rethinking in volume 7 of the Collected Works
preserve the bedrock formulations brought by Jung to the main task with respect to aimed
natural processes—namely, teasing apart the senses of Zweck or aim in philosophy, biology,
and the psyche. As we have heard Jung say above, dream processes have no goal or no
teleology in the philosophical sense, but rather, in compensating the conscious situation and
therefore not working toward some preexistent end, they choreograph or “group together
elements” in ways that one must see “from the standpoint of finality” (“sondern fordert auch eine
finale Betrachtungswiese … zur Konstellation gebracht werde”).16 The must-factor here has to
do with persistent enactment, a primary drama perpetually staged by nature and functioning
prospectively with respect to development. Without telling us in so many words—either in these
sessions, the Children’s Dreams sessions, or elsewhere—Jung advances the working
hypothesis that Aristotle’s template for dramatic action and nature’s templates for psychic
symbolic processes are one and the same.Current emergentist thinking in the sciences stands
to refresh Jung’s provisional observations in this focal area, however resistant that thinking may
remain to Jung’s reading of the great opposition between nature and spirit. The language of
vitalism in nineteenth-century biology and philosophy of science yields first, with earlier Jung, to



his as-if final standpoint or perspective, and to process structures serving prospective, finalistic
functions; then still later, after Jung and Pauli’s collaboration, that language yields to terms for
the psychoid realm and synchronicity. With Sonu Shamdasani’s sections on the phylogeny of
mind in Jung and the Making of Modern Psychology: The Dream of a Science for background
nourishment, one can make out a track that roughly parallels the one taken in biology. Jung’s
finalistic view of the dream, as his path to a comparative or phylogenetic psychology, already
had built upon his sense, as early as 1909, that “a phylogenetic basis was necessary if the
theory of neurosis was to be placed on an evolutionary and developmental level…. The study of
mythology and history are to psychology what the study of phylogenesis and comparative
anatomy are to biology.”17 A dream action, then, in memorious and compensatory terms,
parallels in small the large-scale adaptive development in life forms. If one comes around to that
viewpoint, should it then surprise us that folktales antedate myths, and dream actions anticipate
Aristotle’s template for drama? At the same time, however, as Jung wrote to biologist Adolf
Portmann, he “was no longer at home in modern biology,” which soon came to include Konrad
Lorenz and Nikolaas Tinbergen’s ethological work on instinct. Michael Fordham, mindful that
Portmann’s attempt, in view of the inadequacy of the biogenetic law to bridge psychology and
biology, had failed to prompt a reworking of analytical psychology’s archetypal hypothesis in
biological terms, realized that an insufficient basis in heredity could not be papered over by
Jung’s assumption that archetypes, like instincts, were inherited.18 And there the bridge to
biology has remained broken. In the material of the session devoted to Marais’s pioneer
observations of termites, while Jung does not throw up his hands entirely, his analogy between
psychic levels across phylum lines stays provisionally paideutic: “We have to assume that the life
forms are contained in the sympathetic nervous systems in the form of images, so to
speak” (101 below). His lively cross-species probe into collective human bonding and social
organization by way of behavior in colonies of the white ant was, as he knew, a net thrown
around an absent quarry. “After all, the word ‘instinct’ doesn’t explain anything” (102
below).Although Jung leaves us to draw the inference about his working hypothesis on the
action template, he remains modest in his suppositions about how symbolic processes run or
unfold.19 That respectful but fizzy menu compels us to acknowledge, during today’s springtime
of emergence theory in physics, biology, and psychology,20 just how lively the unknowns remain
across the several disciplinary venues. Which is also to say that such rear-guard areas for the
scientist still hold some of the goods on “the coming into being, and the fundamental meaning,
of dreams.” The study of largely collective dreams—typically those from early childhood—not
only demands amplification or concentric walk-about tours, but also stalls on the stumbling block
of as-if purposive symbolic enactment. Jung does not suggest, either here or later, that his
revamped template for unfolding action is merely the way in which things happen to happen.
Rather, he implies that all historical and literary expansions of serial meaning—all narratives
whether staged or imagined—build upon this triadic process-quotient of aimed psychoid nature,
framed developmentally as (a) an emergent situation, (b) its conflictual enrichment, and then (c)



either a visionary halt before the shape of that conflict or a resolution that in some way alters the
original situation. Rather than repeating the truism that a myth or a Greek drama enacts a typical
complex, one goes on to admit that both the complex and the staged drama, inner and outer
lives alike, radiate from psychoid comings-into-being. As I noted earlier, Jung leaves largely
unstated in this material, and elsewhere, the consistent analogies stamped into his borrowed
action template, between the medical alleviation of suffering and dream psychodynamics. This is
either deliberate soft-pedaling on his part, or an oversight, which, taken either way, stands as
one of the least remarked but still most remarkable features of his approach to dream
interpretation.“The unfolding of actions” at this foundational level turns waking life into one long
series of walkouts from an uninterrupted theatrical production. Therefore its symbolic processes,
more than we can know, enact us. These seminars dance around the causal/acausal webs of
meaning that Jung’s final work on the synchronicity hypothesis specifies more finely. In Greek,
an unfolding, imaged-forth action is the drama, “the thing done” or performed; never a fully
conscious affair, “symbolic thinking is thinking by doing” (Children’s Dreams, 161), and so the
action template lifted from Aristotle stands in for the whole of psychic phenomenology, the
dramatic self-staging that graphs “emergence” in two ways (to use the term nontechnically, as
Luigi Aurigemma did in his essays on Jung’s practice21): either homeostatic compensations of
the conscious standpoint and attitude (dreams) or abruptly drastic whole-body irruptions
(visions). Forget those broad facts, and we resemble the gentleman who mislays his lady’s
name.Still, linking Jung’s work to the theories of emergence now in train among the sciences
remains a delicate matter. The lady’s future offspring may be anticipated, but their features
cannot be foreseen—an Aristotelian nose and a Jungian earlobe may appear, but meanwhile it
is prudent to let ancestors be ancestors.22 As for that ancestry, it has taken a long time for this
writer to understand that Jung’s scientific modesty toward a template for essential psychic
manifestation and self-representation recommends that we would do well to rely on Empfindung,
or inner sensing, to go on looking as closely and for as long as possible at Geschehens (sheer
happening). That is, he leaves the Aristotelian process-tablecloth on the emergence table for
symbol and libido, along with utensils from nineteenth-century German biology and philosophy,
as a tribute to how well a primary hypothesis can still serve when placed in that position.FATE,
FREEDOM, ANTICIPATIONAround the understanding that we are acted on or done unto by the
objective psyche—or how we are dreamed, as he puts it in these sessions—Jung weaves a
tapestry of reflections, in the combined sessions of these seminars, on the psychic anticipations
of a life-span’s destiny or line of fate.In one potent example of anticipation—strictly dynamic but
momentous—from the discussions of dreams, he notes the fateful aspect of the number three,
which typically, either through repeated trials or rote repetition, “makes something
effective” (Children’s Dreams, 3 and 115), and thereby leads to the solution of the drama, or links
one to a demonic factor. “What is most important happens afterward: a destiny is established.
We can also formulate the idea this way: the number three triggers the number four, causes
something that should establish the wholeness of the person” (ibid.). The calendar itself



institutes three four-month partitions, astrology’s trigons (Children’s Dreams, 99). The same
pivotal development can be seen here in this material, in the third of Perpetua’s visions, where
she is cleansed of the doubt that would have held her back from martyrdom (her unbaptized
brother is cured of “cancer of the face, that is, of vision”)—thereby opening a path to the fourth
vision’s gladiator trainer, with Perpetua’s realization that “there is no way back.” This third vision
locks in the development, merging Perpetua’s individual movement into the late second
century’s “transition … from deep darkness into a first dawning,” both dimensions now sealed
fatefully: “Once we know, we cannot not know” (below, 112). That third phase dramatically—
quite literally so, as the drama or thing done—does unto her what she also at last chooses to
do.The movement into three, establishing effectiveness, of course (running or dramema), is also
tragic drama’s movement through its change point, usually with dawning awareness, into
resolution. By way of this analogy, of drama to dream action powered by prime-number drivers, a
dreamer gains the unity of that development—four as the unity of three—which commits the
dreamer to knowing what he cannot unknow; thereafter, like it or not, small-d destiny is with the
dreamer on that particular score. In this matter of how dream action builds, one can reap the
final harvest of Jung’s view by turning to his final reflection on “the necessary statement” vis-à-
vis prime numbers in Memories, Dreams, Reflections, then going back to his essay on “The
Phenomenon of Spirit in Fairytales,” which amplifies the progression from three to four, and
finally turning to related themes in Marie-Louise von Franz’s Number and Time, which grows
directly out of Jung’s late reflections on natural numbers.23 This is worth tracking if only because
it unifies Jung’s work around the force that impels realization, a force that can drop from sight
when interpreters grow restive with the structural path to meaning in psychic processes.24The
bugaboo of teleology in current discussions of emergence, particularly in biology, from
philosophers as notable as Marjorie Greene to the present, has run aground on a sandbar that
Jung avoided when navigating the shoals of purpose or aim. Is destiny a matter of being enacted
rather than acting, and therefore having little or nothing to say about fated factors? Well, no
problem, but only if one manages gracefully to grant these gods their portion while at the same
time reminding oneself that the 2 percent allotted to our individuality, our relative freedom, is also
acknowledged by drama or “the thing enacted.” In other words, the predisposed drama
demonstrably and repeatedly shows itself bearing witness to that 2 percent, in the bivalent
quantum way spelled out above, much as the mandala shows us not only the psyche peering
into its own psychic background but also peering at us. The processes that chug along without
our having any say-so cyclically address our ability to engage in the whole drama; thus the
dream series becomes our best window onto their waves of approach and withdrawal. In volume
two here, that long-wave version of the process, which rises through several phases of approach
to a classic turning point or peripateia and then disintegrates, Jung demonstrates at length from
Cardano’s dreams selected across a span of thirty-seven years.In that respect, Jung’s selection
of childhood dreams recalled in adulthood, which are shown to anticipate long-term
developments, provoke a particular reflection when set alongside the great Cardano’s



assiduously recorded dreams. While we have no such inaugural dream for Cardano, a polymath
who developed his own variety of algebra, we do watch him, through Jung’s heuristics,
approaching the opportunity to grasp the nettle and then failing to do so. This illustrious
achiever’s missed appointment with an unrealized quotient of his destiny plants a sad flag where
ordinary folk sometimes manage to heed the prompting—that is, they manage to collaborate
with the kind of development demonstrably sketched by nature in the originating dreams of
many children. Like death, what life lets one see from the psychological final viewpoint is
democratic; psychic realization is correspondingly aristocratic, but not through some kind of
guarantee.In all of Jung’s recorded seminars, there is nothing quite like his treatment of
Cardano’s selected dreams, showing “a circular [natural] process that proceeds on its own …
[and] seems (with some reservation) to be a genuine series” (below, 195). This treatment, the
centerpiece of these sessions, illustrates our topic here—namely, the demonstration of offstage
prospective tendencies that complement or even contradict the ego’s aims. The great physician
and polymath Cardanus, Girolamo Cardano, Jerome Cardan, approaches “a deep caesura in
life … when a fundamental change should occur but does not” (190–91), one that involves the
dead, the future, and also “a problem of the age” (the lack of a philosophical attitude toward
growth, below, 193), all leading to an outcome not apparent to the biographers: “So Cardanus
really went to the dogs” (below, 194). Which is not to say, however, that Cardano was not
rescued by the occasional anticipatory dream from a looming hazard: Jung closes the Cardano
sequence with one such brief dream, in which the ominous snake is most likely not an awakened
Kundalini but rather his clients the ruthless Borromei.In the eleventh or next-to-last dream
selected, the dream that most impressed Cardano, we are shown how ego ambition whips
unconscious resources, as a mule, into its own service—“the whole of the unconscious is used
for a purpose”—and so veils potential libido as a whole. In fact, an earlier dream also had
featured a mule, where Jung had remarked its indication “that the unconscious will eventually
give him a kick. But he will certainly make an easy profit without having to work hard,” because
the kick also implies fertilization (154). Therefore the unconscious later reflects itself back to
Cardano as his mule once more while also confronting him, in a Milano that turns to Naples but
is also named “Whip,” with libido that otherwise would have guided or led him differently (211–
212). The dream compensatorily puts on show those aspects of libido that, other than being
mounted and ridden, have been swept aside or subjugated. And what was thus exploited is
primary, “because we would expect order in consciousness and disorder in the unconscious,
whereas it’s exactly the other way around” (167). One might say that the natural, circular
unconscious process typically shows us an image-circle, or mandalam, whose as-if
purposiveness contrasts with the ambit or circle of our ambition. Our attitude toward the
tendency of a given dream process accordingly proves to be fateful.However, Jung shows that
the process has already indicated that Cardano missed this appointment with part of his destiny,
by dealing with the dream of the black sun out of chronology; whereas it falls fifth in calendar
terms, Jung advances it to ninth place in his own sequencing. In the lived cycle, the drama’s



turning point thus anticipates matters that Jung has it illuminate in retrospect. (Using the
introductory chart below, and rearranging the teaching-sequence numbers according to the
corresponding calendar dates, the chronology as it was lived runs as follows: 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10,
7, n.d.[8], 3, 11, n.d.[12] [where underlined 9 is the peripeteia or turning point].) Jung’s teaching
sequence therefore moves this chronologically prior 9, the black sun dream, three places further
along, so as to have it cast light—the enantiodromic swing to black light, the unconscious as
such—onto the two preceding dreams (7 and 8 in the teaching sequence). Of those, Jung has
moved Alexander’s lion combat, which fell four years after the peripety, into line with the brief
wolf-slaying dream set at the papal court, where Cardano is shown capable of killing off his
ambition directly. By following this pair—the repositioned lion combat and undated wolf slaying—
with the chronologically prior turning point of eclipsed consciousness, Jung displays the peripety
as if it grew out of Cardano’s tyranny, which prevented him from living up to the potential shown
in the other two dreams. The anticipation of a development is thus made to backlight it as well.
Jung’s teaching trick—slyly we are presented with the backlighting first, sans explanation—
builds in delayed recognition or heureka!, demonstrating that nature has more than one way of
writing like Dickens. Jung thereby pays his seminar participants the compliment of being curious
enough to con the dating, of inferring his reason for changing the placement of the drama’s
turning point in the queue, and of perceiving nature’s elegance in giving advance notice of the
fateful blackout of conscious potential if Cardano lets ambition ride his psychosoma-mule. Jung
refracts the process template through a time prism so as to alert us, from more than one angle,
to an achronic ratio of fate to freedom. That is, in the untangling of determined tensions, room
remains for recognition and response, biology’s equivalent of the kairos moment, a ripeness
beckoning to adequacy and courage.Remaining inscrutable, that dynamic ratio of course resists
speculative summaries. Nonetheless, if four psychic functions orient us and if time is likewise “a
psychological function,” then nature not only issues commands but also, when we manage to
intervene (a very recent possibility, as Jung remarks in this survey of dreaming), dramatizes
“living as such” through disclosing a line more fundamental than our purposes. (If you mean to
die for this, Perpetua, then we shall collaborate with you from the ground up, but we shall not
push you.) This fifth function also hints at a goal other than our cherished objectives. (If you wish
to make a killing with your gifts, Signore Professore Dottore Cardano, go right ahead, but finally
we shall ironize your greatness.) In Jung’s phrase, life dreams us rather than letting us dream it,
working as a master function, finally heuristic or theatrical, like the old oracles spelling out cues
to effectuality and realization but explaining nothing. Jung’s way of teaching, in this respect,
shadows a developmental power that, although it engages freedom with destiny, declines to do
more than hang out, sans explanations, along the tension arc of heuristics.In the light of these
themes, the selective survey of dream interpretation Jung assigned tellingly invests the
Romantic era, and Kant’s philosophy of the inscrutable noumenon at work behind phenomena,
with a caveat Jung spelled out during the session devoted to Lersch’s history of the dream in
Romanticism. Reading from Dr. Charlotte Spitz’s paper, to the effect that a generally Romantic



view respected “an ultimate ‘ungraspable’ behind everything … Reality … cannot be seized,’” he
reminds the group that Kant was read in his own time with a specifically helium lift in feeling,
which construed appearances as emanating from something unknowable, as illusions
possessing reality. Jung then cites Goethe’s invocation of refraction in Faust II: “We have life only
in its flung-off colors” (below, 80). The teaching moment at this juncture, which takes up a whole
generation’s expansive feeling for the reading of Kant, sweetly leaves the seminar participants to
reflect on certain changes of collective epistemic mood over the long haul. For it is only a few
steps from this Romantic reception of Kant, by way of Paul Carus and Eduard von Hartmann, to
Schopenhauer’s Aristotle and Driesch, where the same noumenon, now in Jung’s backyard,
throws off refractions, this time, of the scrupulous awe incited by the veiled directedness of
individuation. This brief stretch of Jung’s discussion nicely illustrates how his way of teaching
insinuated leaps from the assigned texts, and from responses by participants, to a nearly
palpable but ever-elusive process relationship.All of Jung’s seminars transmit the sense, in their
meandering cross-disciplinary expositional colloquies, of being as freehand as Max Beckmann’s
ink drawings for Goethe’s Faust II while also being capable of resolving momentarily into the
solidity of a panel by Piero della Francesca. Yet his seminars remain poised among opposing
alternatives, quantum-exploratory and pragmatically judicious, as in the Mozartean second coda
to the Cardano section in this seminar, where it’s No Go the Kundalini and Yes to saving one’s
hide as an MD. Jung’s Beckmann-Piero palette constantly resolves into Thomas Eakins’s portrait
of surgeon Samuel Gross, demonstrating with scalpel in his clinic.In conclusion, the parallel
major theme in these sessions, which it shares with the urgent reflections on contemporary
events in both the Zarathustra and Visions seminars, I shall sketch in a few brushstrokes only.
Outbreaks of conflict in history, and paradigm shifts in the psychic depths, are both topical
throughout these discussions because they are suffered—that is, because they keenly affect
individuals’ chances for adequately reading their own barometers and working out their
destinies. Perpetua, like both Tertullian and Justin Martyr, was engulfed by the condensation of a
new spiritual direction then ripening in the Roman ecumene. When it came time collectively to
reassimilate pagan antiquity into a waning Christian culture in the Renaissance, the polymath
Cardano mirrored the implosive-explosive tension between recuperation and novel reach in his
precise, impressive, but also overweening ambitions. Finally, such impact on the single person
from outside stands as close as the Great War, Europe’s first round of suicide. There Dr. John
Hubbard exemplifies the impact Jung had studied closely and deeply in his own case, when
precognitive dreams of that war precipitated the initial plunge into his protracted work on Liber
Novus or the Red Book. Had Jung known more about Hubbard in the late 1930s, this brother
doctor might have struck him as a weaker reed. Nonetheless, Hubbard’s material, the subject of
Jung’s first seminar on dream material coming directly after the Great War, returns here on the
eve of World War II as the contemporary example of a heuristically lucid dialogue between outer
conflict and inner grappling, and of being dreamed by conflict while dreaming it.Jung’s surveys
in this vein have a direct bearing on the matter of unintentional aim in the psychic process. That



bearing comes from the steely point of the fate stylus, which writes large in shared life but jots its
sharp miniscule within us. Its nib inscribes on both scales, inviting us to audition for roles in a big
shindy, but also simply pressing down hard from wars and the rumors of wars, revolutions and
pogroms, financial earthquakes, propaganda floods, and climate-forcings. Jung’s way of seeing
things does not parallel Kafka’s great tale “The Penal Colony,” which enacts a major cultural shift
around a primitive, bodily, ritual enactment of just such inscription. Instead, with his eye on the
semiobscure, semirevelatory hints from psychic process about the line of fate anticipated in
children’s dreams, or on the responsive tremors in the dreams of Perpetua and Dr. John
Hubbard, Jung takes life’s pulse. For life remains unrealized if merely imposed by Heimarmene
or the stars, but becomes effectual through the 2 percent factor when that touches fate’s wiry
line. Eureka, something there! Heuristics, or something to take careful note of, again and again.1
Obituary articles by Chuck Schwartz and Dr. Alfred Ribi, respectively, cite medicine and
mathematics as the disciplines that ceded place to philology: Emmanuel Kennedy-Xypolitas,
ed., The Fountain of the Love of Wisdom: An Homage to Marie-Louise von Franz (Wilmette, IL:
Chiron, 2006), 34, 18.2 See the detailed biographical sketch by Amy Bluhm in Jung History 1
(Winter 2005/6): 16–19.3 Kenower W. Bash (1913–1986), “Gestalt, Symbol, und Archetype,”
Schweizerische Zeitschrift fur Psychologie V, 127–38. Cited by Meitner for its reference to
“Feldforsche,” addendum 2, letter 3090 to Jaffé, in Karl von Meyenn, ed., Wolfgang Pauli:
Wissenschaftliches Briefwechsel mit Bohr, Einstein, Heisenberg u. a. (Sources in the History of
Mathematics and Physical Sciences 18) Band IV A, 1957 (Berlin/Heidelberg: Springer, 2005),
3091. A bequest from Bash, who worked extensively in Iran, established the Golestan (Persian
for rose garden) Fellowship at the Netherlands Institute of Advanced Study.4 Oral comment to
the author, 1989.5 These and other aspects of the comparison, in the context of Aristotle’s
strong family background and initial training in medicine, are developed by Elizabeth Craik in
“Tragedy as Treatment: Medical Analogies in Aristotle’s Poetics,” in Dionysalexandros: Essays on
Aeschylus and His Fellow Tragedians, ed. Douglas Cairns and Vayos Liapis (Swansea: Classical
Press of Wales, 2007), chap. 17, 283–99.6 A bit of commentary is called for at this point. Joseph
Cambray’s recent Synchronicity: Nature and Psyche in an Interconnected Universe (College
Station: Texas A&M University Press, 2009), and his “The Place of the 17th Century in Jung’s
Encounter with China” (on Leibniz and supervenience), Journal of Analytical Psychology 50, no.
2 (2005), study Jung’s work as “an implicit haven” for the holism that preceded modern
emergentist thinking. For further introduction, one may also consult John Haule, Jung in the 21st
Century: Evolution and Archetype (vol. 1) and Synchronicity and Science (vol. 2) (London:
Routledge, 2011).For a full account of Jung’s role vis-à-vis contemporary emergence and
complexity theories of pattern and order, see especially David Tresan, MD, “Jungian
Metapsychology and Neurobiological Theory,” Journal of Analytical Psychology 41, no. 3 (1996):
399–436, where he distinguishes three phases for the doctrine of emergence—first, the
perennial phase of religion, art, and holistic philosophy; second, the vitalistic reaction against
evolution construed as blind chance, which “led ineluctably to the notion of a supraordinate



intelligence, a God-concept,” therefore banished from modern science; and third, the novel
strand present since around 1975, likewise assuming “an ordering principle extraneous to ego
… [though one that] does not flow directly from a supraordinate being but rather from the way
matter automatically sorts itself out under certain circumstances.” This recent strand of theory
supposes “a limited organizing principle that does not fall into the extreme of holism or,
consequently, of that wholesale downward causation which is akin to vitalist doctrines and
difficult to defend scientifically. The newly discerned self-organizing principles are data driven,
definable in mathematical terms, and objectively verifiable.” Jung’s thinking after 1928, with the
borderline concepts of Self and individuation, “seemed to gravitate to the holistic position.”
However, “in breaking with the vitalistic tradition, he subtly and persistently turned to and
retained an epistemologically open and ontologically non-committal stance appropriate for
psychology but incompatible with religion” (409). Since archetypal knowledge shines light both
on what precedes it and on what follows, and since the third kind of emergence theory had not
constellated during Jung’s time, he could not perceive it, and his farthest-reaching ideas could
anticipate it only “in less formed ways” (428).This commentary continues in note 22 below.7 See
the first pages of my “Etwas geschah: Orphaned Event and Its Adoptions,” Spring 84 (Fall 2010),
for relevant passages in Jung’s work on pure psychic process-event or happening.8 “Comments
on a Doctoral Thesis” (1952), in C. G. Jung Speaking: Interviews and Encounters, ed. William
McGuire and R.F.C. Hull (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1977), 207, 211. The
Aristotelian entelechy—or soul, which carries within itself its own purpose or aim (wrt/ to Jung,
see footnote 12 of this introduction, below, and then Bächtold’s report on Macrobius, below)—
also played a considerable role in Goethe’s construal of the individual developmental process,
with pertinence to Jung’s process of individuation. See Paul Bishop, Reading Goethe at Midlife:
Ancient Wisdom, German Classicism, and Jung (New Orleans: Spring Journal Books, 2011),
151, 172, 182, 192–93.9 Marilyn Nagy, in Philosophical Issues in the Thought of C. G. Jung
(Albany: State University of New York Press, 1991), 234; see footnote 10 below for his later
citations from Driesch. Another secondary source for the Aristotelian template, taking up
teleology and medicine along with the classic themes of recognition, catharsis, etc., is Zwei
Abhandlungen über die Aristotelische Theorie des Dramas (Two Essays on Aristotle’s Theory of
Drama) (1880), which reprints the earlier controversial Grundzüge der verlorenen Abhandlung
des Aristoteles über Wirkung der Tragödie (Fundamenals of Aristotle’s Lost Treatise on Tragic
Action) (1858), by the rabbi and classical philologist Jakob Bernays, student of Ritschl and
associate of Mommsen. It was drawn on by Nietzsche in his study of Greek tragedy, and later by
Freud.10 Sonu Shamdasani, Jung and the Making of Modern Psychology: The Dream of a
Science (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 124–25, 138–43, 183–84. For the
early and decisive impact du Prel made on Jung in this respect, see also Shamdasani’s C. G.
Jung: A Biography in Books (New York: Norton, 2012), 29–30.
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Diane DeArmond, “It allows further elucidation of Jung's writings that always brings me great
pleasure.. The translation of these works is exquisite. It makes such a difference when the
translation is smooth. In addition, the content is also very inviting. It allows further elucidation of
Jung's writings that always brings me great pleasure.”

James R C Baker, “Reading the scholarship and enveloping discussions, I became interested ....
Reading the scholarship and enveloping discussions, I became interested in Professor Jung's
commentaries.I suggest the paper by Marie-Louise von Franz on the visions of St. Perpetua,
what Jung terms the "strange mentality of the Schismatics of the 2d century," and Dr. E. Ley's
comprehensive paper on Dreams of the Renaissance Scholar Girolamo Cardano.More
immediate for me are the three levels of spiritual activity: Phantasia, thinking that advances first
principles and preservation by memory. These dynamic levels resemble the first principle
archetype idea, developmental processes and result. The number three points to three wishes,
three bears, three little pigs, and the third time charm.”

CHM, “Five Stars. excellent book.”

Jim, “Five Stars. excellent book”

A. McGuire, “A New Angle on Jung and Dreams.. In 1936-41, Jung gave seminars on children's
dreams, and on classical theories of dream formation. The German publishers produced it as a
singe work, but the English editors have divided into two parts, treating the children's dream
separately (published 2008) and this is undoubtedly the better format.In the first part, the
emphasis is on papers produced by the members of the seminar, but with just the occasional
question by Jung. But as the book develops, Jung shows himself more (chapter 8 onwards), and
sometimes demonstrates a side of his character with a strand of sarcasm towards the
participants, and we learn more of Jung's attitude to the dream.This is not, to be candid, one of
the classic texts on dream interpretation, but Jungians and those interested in Jung will definitely
want to add it to their collection.”

yvan saint-pierre, “Five Stars. No problem at all, as usual.”
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